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An invariant of rational homology 3–spheres via vector fields

TATSURO SHIMIZU

We give an alternative construction of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant
for rational homology 3–spheres. This construction is a generalization of the original
construction of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant. As an application, we
give a Morse homotopy theoretic description of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston
invariant (close to a description by Watanabe).

57M27

1 Introduction

M Kontsevich [6], S Axelrod and I M Singer [2] proposed the Chern–Simons pertur-
bation theory and gave a topological invariant of 3–manifolds with a flat connection.
Based on Kontsevich’s work, G Kuperberg and D Thurston [7] constructed a topological
invariant of rational homology 3–spheres. They showed that this invariant is a universal
finite type invariant for integral homology 3–spheres by showing surgery formulas.
C Lescop obtained surgery formulas of other types in [9] and [10]. Lescop revisited the
Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston construction more precisely and gave a more direct
proof of well-definedness of this invariant in [8].

K Fukaya [3] constructed a topological invariant of 3–manifolds with two local coeffi-
cients using Morse functions. Fukaya’s invariant is closely related to the 2–loop term
(ie the graph � term) of the Chern–Simons perturbation theory. M Futaki [4] pointed
out that Fukaya’s invariant depends on the choice of Morse functions.

T Watanabe [14] gave an invariant of integral homology 3–spheres without local
coefficients using Morse functions. He also investigated higher loop graphs (and
broken graphs), and then he defined a topological invariant of homology 3–spheres
corresponding to higher order terms of the Chern–Simons perturbation theory. In this
paper, we extend his construction to any rational homology 3–sphere. The construction
of the 2–loop term of Watanabe’s invariant is related to the construction of a Morse
propagator constructed by Lescop [11].

Fukaya’s construction is inspired by the construction of the 2–loop term of the Chern–
Simons perturbation theory, and he conjectured in [3, Section 8] that his invariant is
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related to the 2–loop term of the Chern–Simons perturbation theory. Watanabe also
conjectured in [14, Conjecture 2.14] that his invariant is related to Axelrod and Singer’s
invariant [2] or Kontsevich’s invariant [6].

Let Y be a rational homology 3–sphere with a basepoint 1 2 Y . The Kontsevich–
Kuperberg–Thurston invariant and Watanabe’s Morse homotopy invariant are defined
by using extra pieces of information from Y : a framing of T .Y n1/ and a collection
of Morse functions on Y , respectively.

In this paper, we give an alternative construction of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston
invariant by using a collection of appropriate 2–forms on the unit sphere bundle of the
tangent bundle of Y n1. In particular, we give a construction of such a collection of
2–forms by using a collection of vector fields on Y n1. We prove that it is possible to
regard the constructions of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant and Watan-
abe’s Morse homotopy invariant as special cases of our construction. In fact, a framing
gives us a nonvanishing vector field and a Morse function gives us a gradient vector field.

We remark that our construction of the principal term of the degree-1 part is related to
Lescop’s invariant [12] for rational homology 3–spheres with nonvanishing vector fields.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we prepare some notation. In
Section 3, we review the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant. In Section 4, we
give an alternative construction of this invariant, and use it to give a Morse homotopy
theoretic description of the invariant. In Section 5, we first review some lemmas from
[8] used in Section 3 and Section 4, and then we prove the main theorems. In the
Appendix, we give a more direct proof of Proposition 5.3 in the case nD 1.
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encouragement and for helpful comments and suggestions in particular about Morse
functions on punctured manifolds. The author would also like to thank Professor
Tadayuki Watanabe for his helpful comments and suggestions for an earlier draft and
his patient explanation of the detail of the construction of his invariant. The author
also expresses his appreciation to Professor Christine Lescop for her kind and helpful
comments and suggestions to improve an earlier draft. The author is deeply indebted to
the referee for his/her valuable comments and suggestions. Due to his/her suggestion,
the organization of this paper, some conventions and the proof of Lemma 5.11(4) were
refined. The description of the proof of Lemma 4.5 is due to Lescop and the referee.

2 Notation and some remarks

In this article, all manifolds are smooth and oriented. Homology and cohomology are
with rational coefficients. Let c be a Q–linear sum of finitely many maps from compact
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k –dimensional manifolds with corners to a topological space X . We consider c as a
k –chain of X via appropriate (not unique) triangulations of each k –manifold.

Let Y be a submanifold of a manifold X . Let c D
P

i ai.fi W †i ! X / be a chain
of X , where fi W †i ! X are smooth maps from compact manifolds with corners
and ai are rational numbers. If fi is transverse to Y for each i , then we say that c is
transverse to Y .

Let us denote by Rk the trivial vector bundle over an appropriate base space with rank
k 2N . For a real vector space X , we define S.X / by

S.X /D .X nf0g/=RC:

We denote S.X / by SX . For a real vector bundle E! B over a manifold B , we
denote by SE or S.E/ the fiber bundle where the fiber over x 2B is SEx . When E

has an Euclidean metric, SE is the unit sphere bundle of E .

When B is a submanifold of a manifold A, we denote by B`.A;B/ the manifold given
by a real blowing up of A along B . Namely B`.A;B/D .A nB/[S�B , where �B

is the normal bundle of B �A (see [7] for more details about real blowing up). Note
that if a submanifold C � A is transverse to B , then B`.C;C \B/ is a properly
embedded submanifold of B`.A;B/.

Let us denote by ��An the fat diagonal of the nth power of a manifold A: namely,
�D f.x1; : : : ;xn/ 2An j #fx1; : : : ;xng< ng.

Conventions on orientations

Boundaries are oriented by the outward normal first convention. Products are oriented
by the order of the factors. Let y 2 B be a regular point of a smooth map f W A! B

between smooth manifolds A and B . Let us orient f �1.y/ by the following rules:
Txf

�1.y/˚f �Tf .x/B D TxA, for any x 2 f �1.y/ where f �W Tf .x/B! TxA is
a linear map satisfying f� ıf �D idTf .x/B . We denote by �X the orientation reversed
manifold of an oriented manifold X .

Let X be a 3–dimensional real vector space. Let V be a finite set. Define MSV .X /

to be the set of injective maps from V to X up to translations and dilations. Set
k D f1; : : : ; kg. We denote MSk.X / by MSk.X /. Note that MS2.X /D S.X /. For an R3

vector bundle E! B , we denote by MSV .E/! B the fiber bundle where the fiber
over x 2 B is MSV .Ex/.
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C D 0 � C D 0

Figure 1: The relations AS (left) and IHX (right). Here the orientation of
each vertex is given by counterclockwise order of the half edges.

3 The Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant

In this section, we introduce some notation about configuration spaces and Jacobi
diagrams. Then we review the construction of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston
invariant. Most of this section follows [8].

3.1 Jacobi diagrams

This subsection follows [8, Sections 1.3, 2.3]. A Jacobi diagram of degree n is defined
to be a trivalent graph with 2n vertices and 3n edges without simple loops. For a
Jacobi diagram x� , we denote by H.x�/;E.x�/ and V .x�/ the set of half edges, the set
of edges and the set of vertices, respectively. An orientation of a vertex of x� is a cyclic
order of the three half-edges that meet at the vertex. A Jacobi diagram is oriented if all
its vertices are oriented. Let Rhdegree-n oriented Jacobi diagramsi be the real vector
space freely generated by all degree-n oriented Jacobi diagrams. Let

An.∅/DRhdegree n oriented Jacobi diagramsi=AS; IHX;

where the relations AS and IHX are locally represented as in Figure 1. Let

En D f� D .x�; 'E ; 'V ; oriE/g

up to isomorphism. Here x� is a connected Jacobi diagram of degree n, 'E W E.x�/Š

f1; 2; : : : ; 3ng and 'V W V .x�/Š f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng are labels of edges and vertices respec-
tively, and oriE is a collection of orientations for all edges. For example, #E1 D 8.
These data and an orientation of x� induce two orientations of H.x�/. Here an orientation
of a finite set is an order of all elements of the set up to even permutations. The first
one is the edge-orientation induced by 'E and oriE . The edge-orientation is induced
by the following order of H.f /: the first half edge is the initial half-edge of '�1

E
.1/

with respect to oriE , the second half edge is the terminal half-edge of '�1
E
.1/, the

third half edge is the initial half-edge of '�1
E
.2/, and so on. The second one is the

vertex-orientation induced by 'V and orientation of x� . The vertex-orientation is
induced by the following order of H.f /: the first three half edges meet at '�1

V
.1/

with an order with respect to the orientation of x� , the second three half edges meet
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at '�1
V
.2/, and so on. We choose the orientation of x� so that the edge-orientation

coincides with the vertex-orientation. Let us denote by Œ��2An.∅/ the oriented Jacobi
diagram given by � in such a way.

Remark 3.1 The notation A2n;3n used in [14] coincides with the notation An.∅/
used in [8] as R–vector spaces.

3.2 The configuration space MC2n.Y /

This subsection follows [8, Sections 1.1, 1.2, 2.1].

Let Y be a homology 3–sphere with a basepoint 1. Let N.1IY / be a regular
neighborhood (that is diffeomorphic to an open ball) of 1 in Y , and let N.1IS3/ be
a regular neighborhood of1 in S3DR3[1. We fix an orientation-preserving diffeo-
morphism '1W .N.1IY /;1/Š .N.1IS3/;1/ between N.1IY / and N.1IS3/.
We use '1 to identify N.1IY / with N.1IS3/. Let BY denote Y nN.1IY /.

Let
MC2n.Y /D .Y n1/

2n
n�D ff1; : : : ; 2ng ,! Y n1g:

Let C2.Y / be given by real blowing up of Y 2 along 12 D .1;1/, 1� .Y n1/,
.Y n1/�1 and � n12 in turn, where the space 1� .Y n1/ is the closure of
1� .Y n1/ in B`.Y 2;12/. Let us denote by qW C2.Y /! Y 2 the composition of
the blowing down maps. Then

@C2.Y /D ST1Y � .Y n1/[ .Y n1/�ST1Y [S��.Y n1/[ q�1.12/:

The isomorphism

.T Y 2
�/��.Y n1/! T .Y n1/; .�u;u/ 7! u;

identifies ��.Y n1/ with T .Y n1/. Then we identify S��.Y n1/ with STY jY n1 .

Let p1 and p2 denote the projections

p1W .@C2.Y /�/ST1Y � .Y n1/! ST1Y D ST1S3
D S2;

p2W .@C2.Y /�/.Y n1/�ST1Y ! ST1Y D ST1S3
D S2;

where ST1Y and ST1S3 are identified by '1 . We denote by �S2 W S2! S2 the
involution induced by �.�1/W R3!R3 .

From the definition of the compactification C2.S
3/, it is possible to extend the map

int C2.S
3/D .R3

�R3/ n�! S2; .x;y/ 7! .y �x/=ky �xk
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to C2.S
3/ (see [8, Lemma 1.1] for more details). Let pc W C2.S

3/! S2 denote this
map. Since q�1.N.1IY /2/� C2.Y / is identified with q�1.N.1IS3/2/� C2.S

3/

by '1 , we get a map @C2.Y /\q�1.N.1IY /2/
pc
��! S2 . Since p1; �S2 ıp2 and pc

are compatible on the boundary, as in the case Y D S3 , these maps define the map

pY W @C2.Y / nSTBY ! S2:

For each � D .x�; 'E ; 'V ; oriE/ 2 En and for each '�1
E
.i/ 2 E.x�/, let s.i/; t.i/ 2

f1; : : : ; 2ng denote the labels of the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of '�1
E
.i/,

respectively. The embedding f1; 2gŠfs.i/; t.i/g ,!f1; : : : ; 2ng induces the projection

Pi.�/D � MC2n.Y /
W MC2n.Y /! MC2.Y / .� C2.Y //:

We define a map Pi.�/W MS2n.E/!SE in the same manner for an oriented R3 bundle
E! B . See [8, Section 2.3] for more details.

3.3 Admissible forms and propagators

Definition 3.2 (admissible form) A closed 2–form ! 2�2.@C2.Y // of @C2.Y / is
an admissible form with respect to !S2 if the restriction of ! to @C2.Y / nSTBY is
p�

Y
!S2 , where !S2 is a closed 2–form of S2 with total volume 1.

Let ! be an admissible form. Since Y is a rational homology 3–sphere, we can check
that H 2.C2.Y /; @C2.Y /IR/ Š H4.C2.Y /IR/ D 0 and H 3.C2.Y /; @C2.Y /IR/ Š
H3.C2.Y /IR/D 0 as in the case Y DS3 (see [8, Lemma 2.1] for more details). Then
the restriction H 2.C2.Y /IR/!H 2.@C2.Y /IR/ is an isomorphism. Thus there is a
closed 2–form !C on C2.Y / satisfying !C j@C2.Y / D ! .

Definition 3.3 (propagator) We call !C a propagator with respect to ! .

Let f!igi23n be a collection of admissible forms.

Definition 3.4 Let !i;C be a propagator with respect to !i . Then we define

zn..!i/i23n/D
X
�2En

�Z
MC2n.Y /

^
i23n

Pi.�/
�!i;C

�
Œ�� 2An.∅/:

We will see that this definition makes sense and is consistent in Lemma 3.5. For an
R3 –bundle E over a manifold Z with corners and a collection .�i/i23n of forms over
S2.E/ satisfying

P3n
iD1 deg.�i/D 6n�4Cdim Z , define Xn.EI .�i/3n/ 2An.∅/ as

Xn.EI .�i/3n/D
X
�2En

�Z
MS2n.E/

^
i23n

Pi.�/
��i

�
Œ��:

From the work of Lescop, especially in [8, Section 2.4], the following lemma holds.
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Lemma 3.5 (1) The integrals in Definition 3.4 are convergent.

(2) zn..!i/i23n/ is independent of the choice of propagators .!i;C /i23n .

(3) For any other collection .!0i/i23n of admissible forms, there exist closed 2–forms
�i D �.!i ; !

0
i/ on Œ0; 1� � STBY and closed 2–forms �S2;i on Œ0; 1� � S2

satisfying the following conditions:
(a) �i jf0g�STBY

D !i jSTBY
,

(b) �i jf1g�STBY
D !0i jSTBY

,
(c) �i jŒ0;1��@STBY

D .id�pY /
��S2;i ,

(d) �S2;i jf0g�S2 D !S2;i and
(e) �S2;i jf1g�S2 D !0S2;i .

Here !i j@C2.Y /nSTBY
D p�

Y
!S2;i and !0i j@C2.Y /nSTBY

D p�
Y
!0S2;i . For these

forms, zn..!
0
i/i23n/� zn..!i/i23n/DXn.Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i/i23n/.

The proof of this lemma will be outlined in Section 5.1.

3.4 Review of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston invariant

In this section, we review the construction of the Kontsevich–Kuperberg–Thurston
invariant zKKT

n for rational homology 3–spheres with a little modification.

For a framing � 0 of T Y , we denote by �Y .�
0/ 2 Z the signature defect of � 0 de-

fined as follows: Take a compact 4–manifold X0 bounded by Y . Let p1.�
0IX0/ 2

H 4.X0;Y IZ/ be the relative Pontrjagin class. By the Hirzebruch signature theorem,
the difference �Y .�

0/D
R
X0

p1.�
0IX0/�3 Sign X0 is independent of the choice of X0 .

See [5] or [1] for more details. Let �S3 be a framing1 of TS3 satisfying the following
two conditions:

� �S3.�S3/D 2,
� �S3 jS3nN 0.1IS3/ D �R3 jS3nN 0.1IS3/ , where �R3 W T R3 Š R3 is the standard

framing of T R3 .

Here N 0.1IS3/ is a neighborhood of 1 smaller than N.1IS3/; that is, 1 2
N 0.1IS3/�N.1IS3/.

Remark 3.6 There is no special meaning in the number 2 in the first condition above.
The anomaly term zz anomaly

n . E / would be independent of the choice of �S3 even if
�S3.�S3/ were not 2. We remark that there is no framing � on S3 such that �S3.�/D0.

1There is such a framing. For example, the Lie framing �SU.2/ of the tangent bundle of S3 D SU.2/
corresponding to left multiplication satisfies �S3.�SU.2//D 2 . See [5] for more details. We can get �S3

by modifying �SU.2/ .
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Let �Y W T .Y n1/ Š R3 be a framing satisfying �Y jN.1IY /n1 D �R3 , where R3

is the trivial R3 –bundle over N.1IY / n1. We call such a framing an admissible
framing. We have that �Y jY nN.1IY /[ �S3 jN.1IS3/ is a framing of T Y by the above
conditions on �Y . We define

�Y n1.�Y /D �Y .�Y jY nN.1IY /[ �S3 jN.1IS3//� �S3.�S3/

D �Y .�Y jY nN.1IY /[ �S3 jN.1IS3//� 2;

and call it the signature defect of �Y . For example, �R3.�R3/D 0.

The composition of the framing �Y and the projection map R3 ! R3 induces the
map p�.�Y /W STBY ! S2 . Thanks to the conditions we imposed on �Y , the maps
p�.�Y / and pY W @C2.Y / nSTBY ! S2 are compatible. So we get the map

p.�Y /D pY [p�.�Y /W @C2.Y /! S2:

Therefore, we have an admissible form !�Y
Dp.�Y /

�!S2 for any closed 2–form !S2

of S2 with total volume 1.

Definition 3.7 We define zKKT
n .Y I �Y /D zn..!�Y

/i23n/.

Lemma 3.8 [8, Theorem 1.9, Proposition 2.11] For any other framing � 0
Y

, there
exist constants ın 2An.∅/ such that

zKKT
n .Y I � 0Y /� zKKT

n .Y I �Y /D�
1
4

�
�Y n1.�

0
Y /� �Y n1.�Y /

�
ın:

The central definition that we study here generalizes the definitions that are given in
[7] by Kuperberg and Thurston and in [8] by Lescop.

Definition 3.9 Let .!i/i23n be a collection of admissible forms and �Y be an admis-
sible framing. We define

zKKT
n .Y /D zn..!i/i23n/�zz

anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/ 2An.∅/;

where

zz anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/DXn

�
Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i.!�Y

; !i//i23n

�
�

1
4
�Y n1.�Y /ın:

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 imply that Definition 3.9 is consistent.

We will give an alternative description of zz anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/ without framings in

Section 4.1. We remark that ın is given by an explicit formula in [8, Proposition 2.10].
Lemma 3.5(3) implies that zz anomaly

n ..!i/i23n/ is independent of the choice of �Y . Thus
zz anomaly

n ..!i/i23n/ is consistent.
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Remark 3.10 The universal finite type invariant ZKKT
n described in [8] is equal to

the degree-n part of

exp
�X

n

1

23n.3n/!.2n/!
zKKT

n

�
:

See the discussion before Lemma 2.12 in [8] for more details.

4 Alternative description of zKKT
n

This section is the main part of this paper. In Section 4.1, we give an alternative
description of the anomaly term. In Section 4.2, we give a construction of an admissible
form by using a vector field. In Section 4.3, we give an explicit propagator by using a
Morse function. This construction is close to T Watanabe’s Morse homotopy invariant.

4.1 Alternative description of the anomaly term zz
anomaly
n ..!i /i23n/

The idea of this alternative construction is based on the construction of the anomaly
term of Watanabe’s invariant in [14]. We note that Watanabe defined his invariant only
for integral homology 3–spheres.

Let Y be a closed 3–manifold with a basepoint 12 Y . Let !i be an admissible form
with respect to a closed 2–form !S2;i of S2. Let �S3 be a framing as in Section 3.4.
The framing �S3 induces the map p.�S3/W STS3! S2 .

Let X be a compact connected 4–manifold with @X D Y and �.X /D 0. For example,
we can take X D .T 4 # CP2/ nB4 when Y D S3 . Since �.X / D 0, it is possible
to extend T Y to an oriented R3 –subbundle of TX . We denote by T vX such an
extended bundle. Let FX ! ST vX be the tangent bundle along the fiber of the
sphere bundle ST vX ! X . Let Wi be a closed 2–form on ST vX satisfying the
following conditions:

� 2Wi represents the Euler class e.FX / of FX ! ST vX ,

� Wi jSTY D !i jSTBY
[p.�S3/�!S2;i jSTN.1IY / .

Theorem 4.1 zz anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/D

3
4
ın Sign XCXn.T

vX I .Wi/i23n/C
1
2
ın2An.∅/.

For any closed connected 4–manifold X 0 with �.X 0/D 0, we can define T vX 0 and
X.T vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/ for any closed 2–form W 0i of ST vX 0 which represents 1

2
e.FX 0/.

The well-definedness of the right hand side of Theorem 4.1 will be a direct consequence
of the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.2 For any closed connected 4–manifold X 0 with �.X 0/D 0,

�
3
4
ın Sign X 0 DXn.T

vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/:

Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 will be proved in Section 5.

4.2 An admissible form given by a collection of vector fields

In this section, we give a construction of an admissible form by using a smooth vector
field. We will use these admissible forms in the next subsection.

For a 2 S2 �R3 , the map qaW R3!R is defined by qa.x/D hx; ai, where h ; i is
the standard inner product on R3 .

Definition 4.3 A smooth vector field  on Y n1 is an admissible vector field (with
respect to a) if the following conditions hold:

�  jN.1IY /n1 D a .D grad qajN.1IS3/n1/,

�  is transverse to the zero section in T .Y n1/.

Example 4.4 We give two important examples of admissible vector fields with respect
to a:

(1) Let �R3 W T R3ŠR3 be the standard framing of T R3. We regard a2R3 as a con-
stant section of the trivial bundle R3 . If � W T .Y n1/ŠR3 is an admissible fram-
ing, the pullback vector field ��a is an admissible vector field with respect to a.

(2) For a Morse function f W Y n1!R such that f jN.1IY /n1 D qajN.1IS/n1 ,
gradf is an admissible vector field with respect to a.

The following lemma plays an important role in this construction. For an admissible
vector field  , let

xc D
˚
Œ .x/� 2 STxY j x 2 Y n .1[ �1.0//

	
� ST .Y n1/;

where Œ .x/� 2 STxY is the class of  .x/ 2 TxY up to dilation. Here we choose
the orientation of xc such that the restriction to xc of the projection STY ! Y is
orientation preserving.

Lemma 4.5 c0. /D xc [ xc� is a submanifold of ST .Y n1/ without boundary.
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Proof It is sufficient to check this claim near �1.0/. Let x 2 �1.0/. Identify a
neighborhood of x with an open neighborhood U of 0 in R3 by a chart that maps x

to 0. Then  .u/ reads .u 2 U; ‰.u/ 2 TuR3 DR3/ in such a chart where ‰.0/D 0

and d0‰ 2GL.T0R3/DGL.R3/. Under this chart,

c \STY jU D

��
tv;

‰.tv/

k‰.tv/k

� ˇ̌̌
t 2 .0;1/; v 2 S2; tv 2 U

�
:

Set  t .v/ D ‰.tv/=k‰.tv/k when t 2 .0;1/ and  0.v/ D d0‰.v/=kd0‰.v/k for
v 2 S2 . Thus  0.v/ is the limit of  t .v/ D ‰.tv/=

�
tk.1=t/‰.tv/k

�
where t ap-

proaches 0. Then

xc \STY jU D f.tv;  t .v// j t 2 Œ0;1/; v 2 S2; tv 2 U g;

xc� \STY jU D f.tv;� t .v// j t 2 Œ0;1/; v 2 S2; tv 2 U g:

Let "0 2 f1;�1g be the sign of the Jacobian of  0 ; namely "0 D 1 if and only if the
Jacobian of  0 is positive. Fix " > 0 small enough so that for any t 2 Œ0; "/, we have
tS2 �U and  t is a diffeomorphism of S2. Let B."/D fx 2R3 j kxk< "g. We have

c0. /\STY jB."/

D "0

˚
.t �1

t .w/; w/ j t 2 Œ0; "/; w 2 S2
	
[�"0

˚
.t �1

t .�w/;w/ j t 2 Œ0; "/; w 2 S2
	
:

Let ˆ.t; w/ D
�
jt j �1
jt j ..t=jt j/w/; w

�
if t 6D 0 and ˆ.0; w/ D .0; w/. Then ˆ is a

smooth embedding. Furthermore, ˆj.0;"/�S2 (resp. ˆj.�";0/�S2 ) is an embedding
into c (resp. c� ) that preserves the orientation if and only if  0 does, so that

c0. /\STY jB."/ D fˆ.t; w/ j t 2 .�"; "/; w 2 S2
g:

Then c0. / is an oriented topological manifold that reads as the image of the embed-
ding ˆ near STY jx .

We define

c. /D p�1
Y .a/[p�1

Y .�a/[ .c0. /\STBY /� @C2.Y /:

By the definition of admissible vector fields and by Lemma 4.5, c. / is a closed
3–manifold. Therefore, c. / determines a 3–cycle of @C2.Y /.

Let !a
S2 be an antisymmetric closed 2–form on S2 such that !a

S2 represents 1
2

times
the Poincaré dual of Œa�C Œ�a� and the support of !a

S2 is concentrated near fa;�ag.
Let !. / be an admissible form on @C2.Y / satisfying the following conditions:2

2All admissible forms satisfy the first condition because H 2.@C2.Y /IR/ŠR .
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� 2!. / represents the Poincaré dual of Œc. /�,

� the support of !. / is concentrated near c. /, and

� !. /j@C2.Y /nSTBY
D p�

Y
!a

S2 ; namely !. / is an admissible form.

4.3 Morse homotopy theoretic description of zKKT
n

In this subsection, we give a Morse homotopy theoretic description of zKKT
n by using a

collection of 3n Morse functions. This description is deeply inspired by the work of
Watanabe in [14].

We first prepare some notations about Morse functions. Let Y be a closed 3–dimen-
sional manifold with a basepoint 12 Y . Fix a point a 2 S2 .

Definition 4.6 A Morse function f W Y n1 ! R is an admissible Morse function
with respect to a if it satisfies the following conditions:

� f jN.1IY /n1 D qajN.1IS3/n1 , and

� f has no critical point of index 0 or 3.

Let f be a Morse function on Y n1 (or Y ) and � a metric on Y satisfying the Morse–
Smale condition. Let gradf be the gradient vector field of f corresponding to � . Let
Crit.f / denote the set of all critical points of f . Let fˆt

f
gt2RW Y n1! Y n1 be

the 1–parameter group of diffeomorphisms associated to gradf . We denote by

Ap D
˚
x 2 Y j lim

t!�1
ˆt
f .x/D p

	
and Dp D

˚
x 2 Y j lim

t!1
ˆt
f .x/D p

	
the ascending manifold and the descending manifold at p 2 Crit.f /, respectively.

Let us orient ascending manifolds and descending manifolds by imposing the condition
TpAp˚TpDp Š TpY for any p 2 Crit.f /. Let p; q 2 Crit.f / be critical points of
indices 2 and 1, respectively. By the Morse–Smale condition, Dp\Aq is a 1–manifold.
Let us orient Dp \Aq by the following rule:

We fix a Riemannian metric on Y . The normal bundle NDp of Dp and the normal
bundle NAq of Aq are oriented by

TDp˚NDp D T Y jDp
and TAq˚NAq D T Y jAq

:

Let n.Dp/ and n.Aq/ be positively oriented normal vector fields of Dp and Aq ,
respectively. We orient the normal bundle N.Dp\Aq/ of Dp\Aq by using the frame
.n.Aq/jDp\Aq

; n.Dp/jDp\Aq
/. Then we orient Dp \Aq by

T .Dp \Aq/˚N.Dp \Aq/D T Y jDp\Aq
:
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Aq

Dq

q

Dp

Dp \Aq

Figure 2: The orientation of Dp \Aq

We give a sign ˙1 to each connected component of Dp \ Aq . A component has
sign C1 if the orientation of this component is from q to p . See Figure 2.

We assume f is an admissible Morse function. Let Crit.f /Dfp1; : : : ;pk ; q1; : : : ; qkg

be the set of critical points of f where ind.pi/D 2 and ind.qi/D 1. Let

0! C2.Y n1If /
y@
! C1.Y n1If /! 0

be the Morse complex of f with rational coefficients. Here the boundary map is
defined as y@.Œpi �/D

P
j
y@ij Œqj �, where y@ij is the sum of the signs of all the connected

components of Dpi
\Aqj

. Let

ygW C1.Y n1If /! C2.Y n1If /; yg.Œqj �/D
X

j

ygji Œpi �;

be the inverse map of y@ . (In [14], yg is called a combinatorial propagator.)

We now construct M.f /, which is a weighted sum of (noncompact) 4–manifolds in
Y 2 n�. Let M!.f / be the 4–manifold which is the image of the inclusion map

'f W .Y n1/� .0;1/ ,! .Y n1/� .Y n1/; .x; t/ 7! .x; ˆt
f .x//:

We choose the orientation of M!.f / so that the map 'f preserves orientations. Define

M.f /DM!.f /C
X
i;j

ygji.Dpi
�Aqj

/ n�:

We remark that the orientation of M.f / does not depend on the choice of orientations
of Dpi

and Aqj
.
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Let a1; : : : ; a3n 2 S2 � R3 be points such that any three distinct points are linearly
independent in R3 . Let f1; : : : ; f3n be a collection of sufficiently generic admissible
Morse functions with respect to a1; : : : ; a3n . Take metrics �1; : : : ; �3n on Y and use �i
for gradfi .

Set M.˙fi/ DM.fi/CM.�fi/. For generic �i ; fi and ai , the weighted sums
of manifolds

P1.�/j
�1
.Y n1/2nn�

.M.˙f1//; : : : ;P3n.�/j
�1
.Y n1/2nn�

.M.˙f3n//

transversally intersect at finitely many points for any � 2 En . We can prove this fact in
a similar manner as in the proofs of Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 4.2 in [14].

Theorem 4.7 For generic f1; : : : ; f3n and �1; : : : ; �3n ,

zKKT
n .Y /

D

X
�2En

1

23n
#
� 3n\

iD1

Pi.�/j
�1
.Y n1/2nn�

.M.˙fi//

�
Œ���zz anomaly

n

�
.!.gradfi//i23n

�
:

Here !.gradfi/ is an admissible form corresponding to the admissible vector field
gradfi .

5 Proofs

In this section we prove Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.7.

5.1 Needed lemmas from [8]

We first give the outline of the proof of Lemma 3.5. See [8, Section 2.4] for more details.

Outline of the proof of Lemma 3.5

(1) See [8, Proposition 2.5].

(2) See [8, Proposition 2.9].

(3) Fix j 2 3n. It is enough to study the case where !i D !
0
i for any i 6D j . Since

Œ!0j �D Œ!j � 2H 2.@C2.Y /IR/ and Œ!0S2;j �D Œ!S2;j � 2H 2.S2IR/, there exist closed
2–forms �0

j on Œ0; 1�� @C2.Y / and �S2;j on Œ0; 1��S2 such that

� �0
j jf0g�@C2.Y / D !j ,

� �0
j jf1g�@C2.Y / D !

0
j ,

� �S2;j jf0g�S2 D !S2;j and
� �S2;j jf1g�S2 D !0S2;j .
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More precisely, by the same argument of Lemma 2.15 in [8], we can take �0
j so

that �0
j jŒ0;1��.@C2.Y /nSTBY / D p�

Y
�S2;j . Let �0

i D ��!i for any i 6D j , where
� W Œ0; 1�� @C2.Y /! @C2.Y / is the projection. Similarly, let �S2;i D �

�!S2;i for
i 6D j , where � W Œ0; 1��S2! S2 is the projection. Set �i D�

0
i jŒ0;1��STBY

.

On the other hand, there is a natural compactification C2n.Y / of MC2n.Y /; this is a
compact 6n–dimensional manifold with corners, and there is a natural extension to
C2n.Y / of Pi.�/W MC2n.Y /! C2.Y /; see [8, Section 3] for more details. By Stokes’
theorem,

0D
X
�2En

Z
Œ0;1��C2n.Y /

d

�^
i

.id�Pi.�//
��0

i

�
Œ��

D zn..!
0
i/i23n/� zn..!i/i23n/�

X
�2En

Z
Œ0;1��@C2n.Y /

�^
i

.id�Pi.�//
��0

i

�
Œ��:

Lemmas 2.17, 2,18, 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21 of [8] imply thatX
�2En

Z
Œ0;1��@C2n.Y /

�^
i

.id�Pi.�//
��0

i

�
Œ��

D

X
�2En

Z
Œ0;1�� MS2n.TBY /

�^
i

.id�Pi.�//
��i

�
Œ��

DXn.Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i/i23n/:

Two lemmas To prove Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we prepare two lemmas. These
lemmas are essentially given by C Lescop in [8].

Lemma 5.1 Let E!Z be an oriented R3 –bundle over a manifold Z with corners
and let .�i/i23n be a collection of differential forms (not necessarily closed ) over SE

such that
P3n

iD1 deg.�i/D 6n� 4C dim Z � 1. Then

Xn.Ej@Z I .�i jS.Ej@Z//i23n/D

3nX
kD1

.�1/
Pk�1

jD1 deg.�j /Xn

�
EI ..�i/i23n/

�
d�k

�k

��
;

where ..�i/i23n/.d�k=�k/ is the collection of forms obtained from .�i/i23n by replac-
ing �k with d�k .

Outline of the proof There is a natural compactification S2n.E/ of MS2n.E/; this is
a compact .6n�4C dim Z/–dimensional manifold with corners, and there is a natural
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extension of Pi.�/W MS2n.E/! SE to S2n.E/; see [8, Section 3] for details. By
Stokes’ theorem,

3nX
i

.�1/
Pk�1

jD1 deg.�j /Xn

�
EI ..�i/i23n/

�
d�k

�k

��
D

X
�2En

Z
S2n.E/

d

�^
i

Pi.�/
��i

�
Œ��

D

X
�2En

Z
@S2n.E/

�^
i

Pi.�/
��i

�
Œ��

D

X
�2En

Z
MS2n.Ej@Z/

�^
i

Pi.�/
��i jS.Ej@Z/

�
Œ��

C

X
�2En

Z
@S2n.E/n MS2n.Ej@Z/

�^
i

Pi.�/
��i

�
Œ��:

Lemmas 2,18, 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21 of [8] imply thatX
�2En

Z
@S2n.E/n MS2n.Ej@Z/

�^
i

Pi.�/
��i

�
Œ��D 0:

The lemma is proved.

Lemma 5.2 Let E!Z and E0!Z0 be oriented R3 –bundles over manifolds with
corners Z and Z0 . A bundle map f W E!E0 induces a map p.f /W SE!SE0 . Let
�i D p.f /��0

i for a closed form �0
i on SE0 for i 2 3n satisfying

P3n
iD1 deg.�i/ D

6n� 4C dim Z . If dim Z0 < dim Z , then Xn.EI .�i/i23n/D 0.

Proof We have

Xn.EI .�i/i23n/D
X
�2En

Z
MS2n.E/

�^
i

Pi.�/
�p.f /��0

i

�
Œ��:

The map

MS2n.E/

Q
i Pi .�/
������! .SE/3n p.f /3n

�����! .SE0/
3n

factors through MS2n.E0/. Hence we have�
p.f /3n

ı

Y
i

Pi.�/

��
�0

i 2 Im
�
�6n�4Cdim Z . MS2n.E0//!�6n�4Cdim Z . MS2n.E//

�
:

Since
dim MS2n.E0/D 6n� 4C dim Z0 < 6n� 4C dim Z;
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we have �6n�4Cdim Z . MS2n.E0//D 0. Then for any � , we haveZ
MS2n.E/

^
i

Pi.�/
�p.f /��0

i D 0:

5.2 Proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2

These proofs consist of three steps.

Step 1 (well-definedness of the alternative description of the anomaly term) Here
we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 5.3 There exist constants �n 2An.∅/ such that for any closed oriented
4–manifold X 0 where the Euler characteristic of each component of X 0 is zero, for
any R3 –subbundle T vX 0 of TX 0 and for any closed 2–form W 0i of T vX 0 as in
Section 4.1,

�n Sign X 0 DXn.T
vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/:

To prove this proposition, we prepare a lemma.

We assume that Sign X 0 D 0. Let vX 0 be the unit vector field of TX 0 such that T vX 0

is the normal bundle of vX 0 in TX 0 .

Lemma 5.4 There exists a compact 5–manifold Z and there exists an oriented 3–
subbundle T vZ of T Z such that

� @Z DX 0 tX 0 , and

� T vZjX 0 D T vX 0 .

Proof Since Sign X 0 D 0, there exists a compact connected 5–manifold Z0 such
that @Z0 D X 0 . Let vZ0

2 �T Z0jX 0 be the outward unit vector field of X 0 D @Z0 .
By performing surgery along the knots generating H1.Z0IZ=2/ if necessary, we may
assume that H1.Z0IZ=2/ŠH 4.Z0I @Z0IZ=2/D 0. Thus the primary obstruction to
extending the 2–framing .vZ0

; vX 0/ of T Z0jX 0 into Z0 is in H 5.Z0; @Z0I�4.V5;2//,
where V5;2 is the real Stiefel manifold. It is known that �4.V5;2/ D Z=2; see [15,
Theorem 10]. Then this primary obstruction is in H 5.Z0; @Z0IZ=2/. Let ZDZ0#Z0 .
The connected sum Z0 # Z0 is given by .Z0 nB5/[ Œ0; 1��S4[ .Z0 nB5/, where
B5 is a small ball in Z0 . We can extend the 2–framing .vZ0

t vZ0
; vX 0 t vX 0/ of

T ZjX 0tX 0 to Z0 nB5 tZ0 nB5 . Then the obstruction to extending this 2–framing
to T Z is concentrated in Œ0; 1� � S4 . Since H 5.S4I�4.V5;2// D Z=2, there are
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two 2–framings on S4 up to homotopy. So the homotopy class of the 2–framing on
f0g �S4 coincides with that of the 2–framing on f1g �S4 . Thus we can extend this
2–framing to Œ0; 1��S4 . Then we can also extend it to Z . So we can take T vZ as
the orthonormal bundle of the R2 –subbundle spanned by the extended 2–framing.

Let FZ!ST vZ be the tangent bundle along the fiber of the sphere bundle ST vZ!Z.
Let �Wi be a closed 2–form on ST vZ that represents half of the Euler class e.FZ / of
FZ and satisfies �Wi jST vX DWi . By Lemma 5.1, we have

Xn.T
vZj@Z I .Wi/i23n/D

3nX
kD1

Xn

�
T vZI .. �Wi/i23n/

�
d �Wk�Wk

��
D 0:

This lemma implies that for any closed 4–manifold X 0 satisfying �.X 0/ D 0, the
number

Xn.ST vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/

is a cobordism invariant. In fact, for any closed 4–manifolds X 0
1

and X 0
2

satisfying
�.X 0

1
/D �.X 0

2
/D 0 and Sign X 0

1
D Sign X 0

2
and 2–forms W 0

1;i
and W 0

2;i
as above,

Xn

�
ST vX 01I .W

0
1;i/i23n

�
�Xn

�
ST vX 02I .W

0
2;i/i23n

�
DXn

�
ST v.X 01 t�X 02/I .W

0
1;i tW 02;i/i23n

�
D 0

by the above lemma.

We define a constant �n 2An.∅/ as follows:

�n D
1
2
Xn

�
ST v.CP2 # CP2 # T 4 # T 4/I .Wi/i23n

�
:

Proof of Proposition 5.3 Since the cobordism group of closed 4–manifolds is Z and
Sign.CP2 # CP2 # T 4 # T 4/D 2, we have

�n Sign X 0 DXn.ST vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/

for any closed 4–manifold X 0 with �.X 0/D 0.

Let Y be a closed 3–manifold with a basepoint 12Y . Let X be a compact connected
4–manifold with @X D Y and �.X / D 0. We take a collection of closed 2–forms
.Wi/i23n on ST vX as in Section 4.1.

Corollary 5.5 ��n Sign X CXn.T
vX I .Wi/i23n/ is independent of the choice of X

and Wi as above.
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Proof Let xX be an alternative choice for X . We take an R3–bundle T v xX and a
collection of 2–forms . SWi/i23n as above. Let �W � xX ! xX be the identity map (but
orientation reversing). Since the R3 –bundles T vX and ��T v xX are compatible on Y ,
we have an R3 –subbundle T vX [ ��T v xX of T .X [ .� xX //. We have that S ��T v xX

coincides with ST v xX as a manifold, but it has the opposite orientation. Then the SWi

are closed 2–forms on S ��T v xX such that SWi jST .�Y / DWi jSTY . Therefore,

�n.Sign X �Sign xX /DXn.T
vX [ ��T v xX I .Wi [

SWi/i23n/

DXn.T
vX I .Wi/i23n/CXn.�

�T v xX I . SWi/i23n/

DXn.T
vX I .Wi/i23n/�Xn.T

v xX I . SWi/i23n/:

Step 2 (zn..!i/i23n/C�nSignX�Xn.T
vXI.Wi/i23n/ is a topological invariant of Y )

Let Y be a rational homology 3–sphere and X a compact connected 4–manifold
with @X D Y and �.X / D 0. Let �Y be an admissible framing of T .Y n1/. Let
� 0

Y
D �Y jBY

[�S3 jN.1IS3/ . So � 0
Y

is a framing of T Y . Take a 2–form W .�Y ; !S2;i/

on X as in Section 4.1 such that W .�Y ; !S2;i/jSTY D p.� 0
Y
/�!S2;i for a volume

form !S2;i on S2 .

Lemma 5.6 We have that Xn.T
vX I .W .�Y ; !S2;i//i23n/ is independent of the choice

of !S2;1; : : : ; !S2;3n .

Proof Let !0S2;i be an alternative choice for !S2;i . Since we have Œ!0S2;i � D

Œ!S2;i � 2H 2.S2IR/, there exists a closed 2–form �S2;i on Œ0; 1��S2 that satisfies
�S2;i jf0g�S2 D !S2;i and �S2;i jf1g�S2 D !0S2;i .

Let Œ0; 1��STY �ST vX be the collar of ST vX such that f0g�STY D@ST vX . We
take W .�Y ; !S2;i/jŒ0;1��STY D .id�p.�Y //

��S2;i . Thus W .�Y ; !S2;i/jf1g�STY D

p.� 0
Y
/�!0S2;i . Then we have

Xn

�
T vX I .W .�Y ; !S2;i//i23n

�
�Xn

�
T vX I .W .�Y ; !

0
S2;i//i23n

�
D

X
�2En

Z
Œ0;1�� MS2n.T Y /

^
i

Pi.�/
�W .�Y ; !S2;i/Œ��

D

X
�2En

Z
Œ0;1�� MS2n.T Y /

^
i

Pi.�/
�.id�p.�Y //

��S2;i Œ��:

In Lemma 5.2, we take

Z D Œ0; 1��Y; E D Œ0; 1��T Y; f D id� .p ı �Y /;

Z0 D Œ0; 1�� fptg; E0 D Œ0; 1��R3; �i D�S2;i :
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Here pW R3!R3 is the standard projection. For any � 2 En , we haveZ
Œ0;1�� MS2n.T Y /

^
i

Pi.�/
�.id�p.�Y //

��S2;i D 0:

This completes the proof.

Thanks to Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6,

��n Sign XS3 CXn

�
T vS3

I .W .�R3 ; !S2;i//i23n

�
is independent of the choice of a 4–manifold XS3 bounded by S3 and of the forms
!S2;1; : : : ; !S2;3n . We define

cn D��n Sign XS3 CXn.T
vS3
I .W .�R3 ; !S2;i//i23n/ 2An.∅/:

Let In..!i/i23n/D��n Sign X CXn.T
vX I .Wi/i23n/� cn .

Proposition 5.7 zn..!i/i23n/� In..!i/i23n/ is a topological invariant of Y .

Proof Let !0S2;i and !0i be alternative choices for !S2;i and !i , respectively. We
take a corresponding 2–form W 0i in ST vX .

By Lemma 3.5, there exist closed 2–forms �i on Œ0; 1��STBY such that

zn..!
0
i/i23n/� zn..!i/i23n/DXn.Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i/i23n/:

Let zX DX [@XDf0g�Y Œ0; 1��Y [f1g�YD@X �X . Then

z�i DWi [ .�i [ .id�p.�S3/jN.1IY //
��S2;i/[W 0i

is a closed 2–form on ST v zX D ST vX [ Œ0; 1� � STY [ �ST vX . Thanks to
Proposition 5.3, Xn.T

v zX I . z�i/i23n/D �n Sign zX D 0. Thus

In..!
0
i/i23n/� In..!i/i23n/

DXn.T
vX I .W 0i /i23n/�Xn.T

vX I .Wi/i23n/

D�Xn.T
v zX I . z�i/i23n/

CXn.Œ0; 1��T Y I .�i [ ..id�p.�S3/jN.1IY //
��S2;i/i23n/

DXn.Œ0; 1��T Y I .�i [ .id�p.�S3/jN.1IY //
��S2;i/i23n/

DXn.Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i/i23n/

CXn.Œ0; 1��TN.1IY /I ..id�p.�S3/jN.1IY //
��S2;i/i23n/:
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Thanks to Lemma 5.2, Xn.Œ0; 1��TN.1IY /I ..id�p.�S3//��S2;i/i23n/D 0. Thus
In..!

0
i/i23n/� In..!i/i23n/DXn.Œ0; 1��TBY I .�i/i23n/. Therefore,

zn..!i/i23n/� In..!i/i23n/� .zn..!
0
i/i23n/� In..!

0
i/i23n//D 0:

Step 3 (proof of In..!i/i23n/D zz
anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/) Recall that zz anomaly

n ..!i/i23n/

is defined in Definition 3.9. We next prove In..!i/i23n/ D zz
anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/ and

determine constants �n and cn .

Let Y be a closed 3–manifold (which may not be a rational homology 3–sphere) with
a basepoint 1. We denote In.�Y /D In..!�Y

/i23n/ for an admissible framing �Y of
T .Y n1/.

Since Definition 3.9 and Proposition 5.7 imply that In..!i/i23n/�zz
anomaly
n ..!i/i23n/

does not depend on the !i , we only need to show that

In.�Y /D�
1
4
�Y n1.�Y /ın

for some admissible framing �Y of T .Y n1/.

Lemma 5.8 In.�R3/D�1
4
�R3.�R3/ın D 0.

Proof Because the definition of cn , we have In..!�R3
/i23n/D 0.

Since zKKT
n .S3I �/� In..!� /i23n/ is independent of the choice of an admissible fram-

ing � of T R3 , we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.9 For any admissible framing � of T R3 , the equation In..!� /i23n/D

�
1
4
�R3.�/ın holds.

We introduce a cobordism group �SignD0
3 , generated by all framed closed 3–manifolds

.Y; �/ and divided by a cobordism relation �: .Y; �/�∅ if and only if there exists a
pair .X; �X / such that

� Sign X D 0, and

� �X is a 3–framing of TX such that �X jY D � .

For a framed 3–manifold .Y; �/, set Jn.�/ D ��n Sign X C Xn.T
vX I .W� /i23n/.

Here X and T vX are same as above, and W� is a closed 2–form of ST vX satisfying
ŒW� �D

1
2
e.FX / and W� jSTY D p.�/�!S2 . Then In.�Y /D Jn.�

0
Y
/� cn . Recall that

�Y n1.�Y /D �Y .�
0
Y
/� 2.

Lemma 5.10 Both Jn. � / and �1
4
��. � /ın factor through �SignD0

3 .
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Proof By definition of the signature defect, ��. � / is obviously a cobordism invariant.

We show that Jn. � / is a cobordism invariant. Let .X; �X / be a cobordism between a
framed 3–manifold .Y; �X jY / and ∅. Let T vX be the R3 –subbundle of TX spanned
by �X . Then �X induces the map p.�X /W ST vX ! S2 . Take W�X D p.�X /

�!S2 .
Then we have

Jn.�X jY /D��n Sign X CXn.T
vX I .W�X /i23n/

D

X
�2En

Z
MS2n.T vX /

^
i

Pi.�/
�p.�X /

�!S2 Œ��:

Lemma 5.2 implies that the above integral vanishes for any � 2 En . Therefore,
Jn.�X jY /D 0.

Lemma 5.11 (1) �SignD0
3 ˝Z QDQ and .S3; �S3/ is a generator.

(2) cn D�
1
2
ın .

(3) For any framed closed 3–manifold .Y; �/, Jn.�/D�
1
4
�Y .�/ın .

(4) �n D�
3
4
ın .

Proof (1) Let .Y; �/ be a framed closed 3–manifold. We use the same symbol
.Y; �/ for its cobordism class. We give the spin structure on Y using � . Since the
3–dimensional spin cobordism group is equal to zero, there exists a spin 4–manifold X

such that @X D Y . Let k D �.X /. We may assume that k � 0, by replacing X by
X # n.S2 �S2/ for a sufficiently large integer n if necessary. Let X0 be the spin 4–
manifold obtained by removing k disjoint 4–balls; ie X0DX nkB4 . Then �.X0/D 0

and @X0 D Y t k.�S3/. Here �S3 is S3 with the opposite orientation. We denote
by �S3

i the i th .�S3/–boundary of X0 . Then @X0 D Y t�S3
1
t � � � t�S3

k
.

By obstruction theory, there is a 3–framing �X0
of TX0 that satisfies �X0

jY D � ,
and �X0

j�S3
i

is a framing of T .�S3
i / for each i ; see [5] for more details. Let �i D

�.�X0
j�S3

i
/. Thus .Y; �/D

Pk
iD1.S

3; �i/ in �SignD0
3 .

Let � s be any framing of TS3 . It is known that �S3.� s/ 2 4ZC 2; see [5]. Let
X1D .S

4n.j�S3.� s/jC2/B4/# 1
2
j�S3.� s/j.S2�S2/. Then X1 is a spin 4–manifold

satisfying Sign.X1/ D 0, �.X1/ D 0 and @X1 D .S3 t S3/ t j�.� s/j.�S3/. By
obstruction theory, there exists a 3–framing �X1

of TX such that �X1
jS3 D � s and

�X1
j�S3 D �C

S3 or �X1
j�S3 D ��

S3 , where �˙
S3 is a framing of TS3 that satisfies

�S3.�˙S3/D˙2, respectively. Thus 2.Y; �/D nC.S
3; �C

S3/Cn�.S
3; ��

S3/ in �SignD0
3

for some nonnegative integers nC and n� .

The spin 4–manifold Œ0; 1��S3 is a cobordism between .S3; �C
S3/t .S

3; ��
S3/ and ∅.

Therefore, we have 2.Y; �/D .nC� n�/.S
3; �C

S3/ in �SignD0
3 .
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(2) Since 0 D In.�R3/ D Jn.�S3/ � cn , we have Jn.�S3/ D cn . Let ��
S3 be a

framing of TS3 satisfying �S3.��S3/ D �2. Since Jn. � / is a cobordism invariant,
Jn.�

�
S3/D�Jn.�S3/D�cn . Thanks to Corollary 5.9,

�2cn D Jn.�
�
S3/� cn D�

1
4
�S3.��S3/ınC

1
2
ın D ın:

Then we have cn D�
1
2
ın .

(3) Jn.�S3/D cn D�
1
2
ın D�

1
4
�S3.�S3/ın and �S3 is a generator.

(4) Recall that �K3 is a spin 4–manifold with �.�K3/D 24 and Sign.�K3/D 16.
Let Xa D .�K3/ # 11T 4 n .B4 t B4/. Then Xa is a spin 4–manifold satisfying
�.Xa/D 0 and Sign.Xa/D 16. It is possible to deal with @XaDS3t�S3 . There is a
3–framing �Xa

of TXa such that �Xa
j@Xa

is a framing of T .@Xa/. The 3–framing �Xa

spans the R3 –subbundle T vXa of TXa . Let W D p.�Xa
/�!S2 be the closed 2–form

on ST vXa . Thanks to Lemma 5.2, Xn.T
vXaI .W /i23n/D 0. Then we have

Jn.�Xa
j@Xa

/D��n Sign XaCXn.T
vXaI .W /i23n/

D�16�n:

By (3) and the definition of the signature defect, we have

Jn.�Xa
j@Xa

/D�1
4
�@Xa

.�Xa
j@Xa

/ın D
3
4

Sign Xaın D 12ın:

Therefore �n D�
3
4
ın .

Corollary 5.12 For any admissible framing �Y of T .Y n1/,

In.�Y /D�
1
4
�Y n1.�Y /ın:

Proof In.�Y /D Jn.�
0
Y
/� cn D�

1
4
�Y .�

0
Y
/ınC

1
2
ın D�

1
4
�Y n1.�Y /ın .

5.3 Proof of Theorem 4.7

Let f be an admissible Morse function with respect to a 2 S2 . Let Crit.f / D
fp1; : : : ;pk ; q1; : : : ; qkg where ind.pi/D 2 and ind.qi/D 1. Let

y@W C2.Y n1If /! C1.Y n1If /; y@Œpi �D
X

j

y@ij Œqj �;

be the boundary map of the Morse complex.

We first give a compactification MS .˙f / of M.f /[M.�f / and then show that
MS .˙f / is a 4–cycle in .C2.Y /; @C2.Y //. Recall that the 4–manifold M!.f / is
the image of the inclusion map

'f W .Y n1/� .0;1/ ,! .Y n1/� .Y n1/; .x; t/ 7! .x; ˆt
f .x//;
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and the map 'f preserves orientations. Let SM!.f / be the closure of M!.f / in
.Y n1/2 n�. With our orientation conventions, the following two lemmas hold.

Lemma 5.13 [11, Lemma 4.3] [14, Proposition 3.4] SM!.f / is a manifold with
corners satisfying the following conditions:

(1) int SM!.f /DM!.f /, and

(2) @ SM!.f /D�
P

i Dpi
�Api

�
P

j Dqj
�Aqj

.

Lemma 5.14 [14, Proposition 3.17] There are manifolds with corners xAqj
and xDpi

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) int xAqj
DAqj

, int xDpi
D Dpi

,

(2) @ xAqj
D�

P
i
y@ijApi

, @xDpi
D�

P
j
y@ijDqj

.

We denote by xApi
! Y the extension of Api

! Y to xApi
and we write xApi

instead
of xApi

! Y . We also define xDpi
, xAqj

, and so on.

Definition 5.15 (1) MS .f / is the closure, in C2.Y /, of

SM!.f /C
X
i;j

ygji

�
.xDpi
� xAqj

/\ .Y n1/2 n�
�
:

(2) MS .˙f /DMS .f /CMS .�f /.

Thanks to the Morse–Smale condition, MS .f / and MS .˙f / are 4–chains of C2.Y /.

Lemma 5.16 MS .f /, MS .�f / and MS .˙f / are 4–cycles in .C2.Y /; @C2.Y //.

Proof Since Im.@.xDpi
� xAqj

/! Y 2/D�
P

k
y@kj
xDpi
� xApk

�
P

k
y@ik
xDqk
� xAqj

,

Im
�X

i;j

ygji@.
xDpi
� xAqj

! Y 2/

�
D�

X
i;j ;k

ygji
y@kj
xDpi
� xApk

�

X
i;j ;k

ygji
y@ik
xDqk
� xAqj

D�

X
i;j ;k

ıki
xDpi
� xApk

�

X
i;j ;k

ıjk
xDqk
� xAqj

D�

X
i

xDpi
� xApi

�

X
j

xDqj
� xAqj

D�@ SM!.f /:

Therefore, @MS .f / n @C2.Y /D∅.
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D�qj

qj

D�qj
\A�pi

���!

A�qj

A�pi

pi

D�pi

Figure 3: The orientation of D�qj
\A�pi

The critical points of the Morse function (�f W Y n1!R) form the set Crit.�f /D
fq1; : : : ; qk ;p1; : : : ;pkg, where ind.qi/ D 2 and ind.pi/ D 1. We remark that the
ascending manifold A�pi

of pi corresponding to �f is Dpi
, and the descending

manifold D�qj
of qj corresponding to �f is Aqj

. We orient A�pi
as Dpi

and orient D�qj

as Aqj
.

Lemma 5.17 With our conventions, the orientations of D�qj
\A�pi

and Dpi
\Aqj

are
opposite.

Proof Let n.Dpi
/ and n.Aqj

/ be positively oriented normal vector fields of Dpi

and Aqj
, respectively. Then n.Dpi

/ and n.Aqj
/ are positively oriented normal vector

fields of A�pi
and D�qj

, respectively. Since the orientation of the normal bundle
N.Dpi

\Aqj
/ induced by the frame .n.Aqj

/jDpi
\Aqj

n.Dpi
/jDpi

\Aqj
/ is opposite to

that of the normal bundle N.D�qj
\A�pi

/ of the frame .n.Dpi
/jDpi

\Aqj
; n.Aqj

/jDpi
\Aqj

/,
the orientation of D�qj

\A�pi
is opposite to that of Dpi

\Aqj
. (See Figure 3.)

By this lemma, the sign of each component of D�qj
\A�pi

coincides with the sign of
the corresponding component in Dpi

\Aqj
. So the boundary map y@�ji (resp. yg�ij )

corresponding to �f is equal to y@ij (resp. ygji ) corresponding to f . Thus MS .�f /

is equal to the closure of SM!.�f /C
P

i;j ygji..
xAqj
� xDpi

/\ .Y n1/2 n�/ with our
orientation conventions.
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Furthermore, we have the following description.

Lemma 5.18 @MS .˙f /\STBY D fŒgradx f �; Œ� gradx f � j x 2 BY nCrit.f /g.

Proof Note that .xDpi
� xAqj

/\�D Dpi
\Aqj

. There exists " 2 f�1; 1g such that
the oriented boundary of the closure of .Dpi

�Aqj
/\..Y n1/2 n�/ meets STBY as

"��1.Dpi
\Aqj

/, where ��1.Dpi
\Aqj

/ is oriented as the product of Dpi
\Aqj

by
the fiber of STBY , which has a canonical orientation. Here � W STY ! Y is the
projection. By definition of MS .f /, we have

@MS .f /\STBY D
˚
Œgradx f � j x 2 BY nCrit.f /

	
C "

X
i;j

ygji�
�1.Dpi

\Aqj
/:

We recall that A�pi
DDpi

and D�qj
DAqj

. The involution T W Y 2!Y 2; .x;y/! .y;x/

induces maps T 0W .Dpi
�Aqj

/\ ..Y n1/2 n�/! .Aqj
�Dpi

/\ ..Y n1/2 n�/

and TC2.Y /W C2.Y /! C2.Y /. With our orientation conventions, T 0 is orientation-
preserving so that TC2.Y / is orientation-preserving from "��1.Dpi

\Aqj
/ to the

boundary part ˙��1.Dpi
\Aqj

/ of the closure of .Aqj
�Dpi

/ \ ..Y n1/2 n�/,
which therefore reads �"��1.Dpi

\Aqj
/ since TC2.Y / reverses the orientation of the

fiber of STBY . Then we have

@MS .˙f /\STBY

D
˚
Œgradx f �; Œ� gradx f �

	
C "

X
i;j

ygji�
�1.Dpi

\Aqj
/� "

X
i;j

ygji�
�1.Dpi

\Aqj
/

D
˚
Œgradx f �; Œ� gradx f �

	
:

Lemma 5.19 @MS .˙f /D c.gradf / for any admissible Morse function f .

Proof Since gradf jN.1IY / D a, if .x;u/ 2 @MS .˙f /\ ..Y n1/�ST1Y /, then
u 2 fa;�ag. On the other hand, @MS .˙f /\ .fxg �ST1Y /D f.x; a/; .x;�a/g as
sets for any x 62 Crit.f /. Since @MS .˙f / is a 3–cycle, we have

@MS .f /\ ..Y n1/�ST1Y /D�.Y n1/� fa;�ag

with our orientation conventions. We have MS .˙f / nSTBY D p�1
Y
.fa;�ag/ by a

similar argument. Due to this fact and Lemma 5.18, the proof is complete.

We follow the notation a1; : : : ; a3n , f1; : : : ; f3n as in Section 4.3. Let C2n.Y / be the
compactification of MC2n.Y / given in [8, Section 3]. In the following proposition, the
notion “generic f1; : : : ; f3n ” means that @C2n.Y /\

�T
i Pi.�/

�1MS .˙fi/
�
D ∅

for any � 2 En .
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Remark 5.20 We can show that @C2n.Y /\
�T

i Pi.�/
�1MS .˙fi/

�
D∅ for generic

f1; : : : ; f3n by an argument similar to Lemma 4.2 in [14].

Proof of Theorem 4.7 We have that gradf1; : : : ; gradf3n are admissible vector fields.
We take a propagator !C .gradfi/ whose support is concentrated near MS .˙fi/ for
each i 2 3n. Since f1; : : : ; f3n are generic, it is possible to choose these propa-
gators !C .gradf1/; : : : ; !C .gradf3n/ satisfying

V
i Pi.�/

�!.gradfi/� 0 near the
boundary of C2n.Y / for any � 2 En . Then

#
�\

i

Pi.�/
�1M.˙fi/

�
D #

�\
i

Pi.�/
�1MS .˙fi/

�
for any � 2 En . By intersection theory, we haveZ

C2n.Y /

^
i

Pi.�/
�!C .gradfi/D

1

23n
#
�\

i

Pi.�/
�1MS .˙fi/

�
for any � 2 En . Therefore,

zKKT
n .Y /D zn..!.gradfi//i23n/�zz

anomaly
n ..!.gradfi//i23n/

D

X
�2En

�Z
C2n.Y /

^
i

Pi.�/
�!C .gradfi/

�
Œ���zz anomaly

n

�
.!.gradfi//i23n

�
D

X
�2En

1

23n
#
�\

i

Pi.�/
�1MS .˙fi/

�
Œ���zz anomaly

n

�
.!.gradfi//i23n

�
D

X
�2En

1

23n
#
�\

i

Pi.�/
�1M.˙fi/

�
Œ���zz anomaly

n

�
.!.gradfi//i23n

�
:

Appendix: Another proof of Proposition 5.3 when n D 1

In this section, we give a more direct proof of Proposition 5.3 when nD 1. Note that
A1.∅/DQŒ� � and #E1 D 8. We first prepare some notation. Let �1W FX 0 ! ST vX 0

be the tangent bundle along the fiber of �2W ST vX 0!X 0 .

Let e.FX 0/ 2H 2.ST vX 0/ be the Euler class of FX 0 , and let p1.FX 0/ 2H 4.ST vX 0/

be the first Pontrjagin class of FX 0 . By a standard argument, the Chern–Weil theory
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for example, we have p1.FX 0/D e.FX 0/
2 ; eg see Corollary 15.8 of [13]. Then

X1

�
T vX 0I .W 0i /i23n

�
D 8

�Z
ST vX 0

W 01 ^W 02 ^W 03

�
Œ� �

D

Z
ST vX 0

e.FX 0/
3Œ� �

D

Z
ST vX 0

e.FX 0/p1.FX 0/Œ� �

.�/
D

Z
ST vX 0

e.FX 0/�
�
2 p1.TX 0/Œ� �

D 2

Z
X 0

p1.TX 0/Œ� �

D 6Œ� �Sign X 0:

Equation .�/ is given by R˚FX 0 D �
�T vX 0 and R˚T vX 0 D TX 0 . Then we have

X1.T
vX 0I .W 0i /i23n/D 6Œ� �Sign X 0 .
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